
how I cheated on my math test.

1. Proper Noun

2. Verb - Past Tense

3. Verb - Past Participle

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Adjective

7. Noun

8. Verb - Past Tense

9. Adjective

10. First Name Of A Person

11. Adjective

12. Adjective

13. Number
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24. First Name Of A Person

25. Adjective



how I cheated on my math test.

I had a really hard Proper Noun test yesterday and believe it or not but I actually Verb - Past Tense

my test. The only thing is I Verb - Past Participle , that's the only reason I got a good Noun . I feel so

Adjective my mom and dad are so Adjective of me, and there is no way in the world I am telling

them the Noun . If I told them I Verb - Past Tense on the test they would be so Adjective in

me. I mean there throwing me a party and everything, they are calling it First Name of a Person finally got a

good grade party. I don't want a party I don't really deserve it after all. Why do I have to feel so Adjective

about what I did? I mean I didn't do anything Adjective , first of all I am always in home

room like Number minutes early, which leaves me Number minutes alone in the room by

Pronoun . I don't think it's my fault that the teacher happened to leave the answer sheet lying on her desks

. Like who wouldn't just hurry and make a copy of it before the teacher got back into the room. I believe she left

it there so I could Verb on my test; after all it was in plain view. Alright, alright I know what you're

thinking I should tell the Noun and tell my teacher I Verb - Past Tense . I just don't know what to

tell my mom and dad. Don't stare at me like that I hate it when you give me that look. Fine I will tell my teacher

first thing in the morning. So Ben I told my teacher and it turns out I have to retake the test but this time with

much Adjective - Comparative questions and answers. Well I quests I do Verb it. I just hope by

telling the truth I did the Adjective thing. I'll be back in Number minutes. Hey ben guess what I

passed the test with a c- I am so freaking proud of myself that was a Adjective hard test. Way to go says:

First Name of a Person finally you admitted to what you had done and you played the consequences and still

did



well, I am so Adjective of you.
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